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They have a good reason for this de-
mand; once you head out off the prepared 
terrain you’re at the mercy of the mountain 
at all times, from temperature swings and 
storms to the entire range of snow condi-
tions. You need equipment you can rely 
on. The skis must be light to save energy 
on the ascent and have to deliver outstan-
ding on-snow performance in all condi-
tions and for every conceivable descent. 
We understand when we develop 
these skis that they must provide top 

performance and lightweight designs  
without compromising on stability.
Völkl touring skis typically rank as among 
the lightest on the market—but also boast 
unmatched ski performance. The use 
of weight-optimized Multilayer Wood-
core Light cores and the sophisticated 
construction of the ski have once again 
brought weight improvements that will 
especially benefit freeride-minded touring 
skiers thanks to the improved power  
transfer and high rigidity.

While touring skiers like to give off a laid-back, naturalist 
image, they are in fact among the most demanding 
audiences when it comes to their gear.
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A skin clamping system that’s been reduced to the 
essentials: Perfect attachment yet extremely simple 
to use, meaning full functionality without the unneces-
sary extras! The skin is affixed to the ski’s tip using a 
built-in pin. One 90-degree rotation and it’s attached. 

We are introducing our VACUUM skins 
to supplement our classic collection of 
skins. These new skins are ‚glue less‘, 
with no need to apply the annoying ad-
hesive layer. It works with a high-quality 
multilayer construction where each layer 
provides outstanding functionality.

For all informations about the new 
VACUUM skins and all available lengths 
please check on page 99.

The result is a 100% reliable mount. The system can be 
checked visually from above, ensuring the touring skier 
has complete control at all times. In a pinch, the hole in 
the ski tip can also be used to convert the skis into a  
rescue toboggan or a sled.

Each Völkl skin is perfectly cut for the 
respective touring ski model.

All that’s needed to fix the SKIN PIN 
and Völkl skin in place is one 90-de-
gree rotation. The skin can now be 
precisely aligned and adhered.

To apply the skin, push the SKIN 
PIN through the eyelet from be-
low and “hang” it into the ski.
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